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Due to sea level rising some islands submerge in our days under the sea. In below article we read about
examples of such islands (Nace, 2017). The writing style of this article is totally different from Plato’s
Atlantis story. In the article below we read about the cause and result: the rising of the sea level with the
result that some islands and coastlands disappear into the sea.
Plato’s story is completely different from this. He wrote about a mysterious island that was internally
contradictory in all it’s aspects. The five twin kings were opposite kings, the Pillars of Hercules (Ishtar Gate)
were opposite pillars. Atlantis itself was self sufficient but still made war against the rest of the world.
Divers who are searching for a lost island Atlantis are simply looking for the wrong thing. They are looking
for the details as they are describen in below article (Nace, 2017). They are looking for a lost island but not
for an internal contradictory island. It was Isaiah who wrote a tale about two opposite cities (Isaiah 26:1-5, in
De Koning & Jonathan 2014, p. 286). These cities were End Times Babylon and Jerusalem. Atlantis was
mirrored from these Endtimes cities into one single island that existed in the underworld.
The temple of Poseidon on Atlantis is the future temple of the antichrist in End times Jerusalem (Matthew
24:15). Jerusalem is metaphorically surrounded by the sea of hostile nations. The earthquake in Revelation
16:18 will kick Endtimes Babylon into the sea of the Euphrates. Babylon sits, connected via the Euphrates in
the middle of the seas (Revelation 17:1-5). Atlantis exists of two contradictory cities: Jerusalem and
Babylon.
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